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Comments: 

The ACB reported on two recent sureys of their membership regarding privacy 
notices. Its 2001 compliance surey on privacy opt-outs indicated that the majority of 
consumers are not opting out or not finding the notices helpful. The 2001 surey also 
indicated that the costs of implementing the notice requirement has been 
disproportionately high for members. The ACB added that the costs of redesignng 
notices would be particularly burdensome on those institutions that do not share outside 
of the exceptions. Some members have suggested that the privacy rules should be 
amended to require one-time notices with subsequent notices provided only when a 
material term changes. 

The ICBA commented that while the concept of short-form notices is enticing, the 
devil is in the details. Tweaking or minor adjustments to privacy notices are very costly, 
requiring new softare and additional training of personnel. Members are concerned that 
they wil not be able to use their old notices if the agencies mandate use of a short form. 
Consequently, a regulatory fix might cost more than any benefits that consumers might 
receive. Also , members may want to tailor their notices based on their individual 
customer base, and may not want to use a standardized notice. For example, while 
smaller banks might prefer a standardized model form, large banks might prefer a form 
like Appendix C which provides more flexibility for customizing the policy 

According to the ICBA, the key for any model form that could be accepted by 
industr is flexibility. Model notices, safe harbors, best practices are all positives, but 
industr is concerned about potential rigidity. The ICBA added the concern that a model 
short form would not be beneficial if institutions stil had to provide a long form. Also, if 
a form is developed for institutions that do not share outside of the exceptions, it should 
not say "as permitted by law. 

The ACB supports the short-form project and revisions of the sample clauses, so 
long as use of the short-form or model clauses are not mandatory. Members do not want 
to be prohibited from using current notices, which in some cases may be shorter. Also 
the ACB would not want a privacy notice that discriminates between a large bank that 
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shares within an affliate strctue and small banks that have to engage in a lot of third-
part sharing to provide the same level of service. 

The ICBA stated that complaints received most frequently are that a member is 
not providing an opt-out because it only shares under the exceptions in . 14 and . , so the 
short form must address this situation. Also, members need guidance as to what to do 
with an opt-out form when the bank did not offer an opt-out. 

The ICBA does not believe that privacy notices are a shopping tool for 
consumers. Whle privacy considerations may be a factor in choosing a bank, such 
considerations wil not drve a consumer s decision. Even if notices are simplified 
consumers wil not shop based on privacy. 

With regard to the forms provided in the ANPR, both trade associations had 
favorable reactions to Appendices A and B, but had concerns about requiring use of a 
standardized form. Also, the forms did not appear to contemplate other state 
requirements that might apply (e. , the Ilinois opt-in). 

About the degree of testing undertaken by members, the ICBA stated that 
generally, only the larger banks have conducted any consumer testing (e. , Washington 
Mutual, Bank of America). Smaller bans are more interested in compliance. 

Regarding goals of privacy notices, the ICBA stated that notices should reaffrm 
that trst and confidence of customers is well placed in the institution. The ACB 
believed that notices should be able to give choices beyondthose permitted by law, since 
some institutions are offering opt-outs even though they are not sharing outside of the 
exceptions. 

On the costs of redesign, the ACB stated that in 2001 , the average compliance 
cost for notices (including development) was $1.37 per customer. In 2002 , after the 
notices were already created, costs of providing notices dropped to $0.65 a customer. 
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Excerpts From ACB February 11 2003 Comment Letter to OTS 
Highlights from 2002/2003 Unpublished Privacy Compliance Survey 

ACB conducted a survey of its membership in November 2001. A follow-up 
surey of a representative sample of ACB members was conducted in Januar 
2003 to assess the compliance burden in 2002; 

Both sureys revealed that the overwhelmg majority of communty bans with 
less than $1 bilion in assets do not share customer information with nonaffliated 
thid paries except to the extent needed to serce and process customer account 
transactions pursuant to the limited exceptions provided in GLBA. 

ACB found that with the exception of mior aesthetic changes to the form, the 
overwhelming majority (90 percent) of communty bans under $1 bilion in 
assets made no changes to their privacy policy from the initial notice sent the 
pnor year. 

Institutions that reported receiving customer feedback on the privacy notices 
indicate that the majority of ustomers find the information not useful. 

More than 63 percent of customers reported that they found the information in the 
privacy notice of no value, while only 37 percent found the information somewhat 
useful, and none reported finding the information very useful. 

ACB found that in 2001 , the average compliance cost for communty bans of all 
sizes was approximately $1.37 per customer. 

In 2002, ACB found that the estimated average compliance per customer dropped 
signficantly to about $0.65 per customer as initial policies and procedures 
developed in 2001 have become institutionalized. 
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ACB PRIACY COMPLIANCE SURVEY 

America s Community Baners conducted a survey of its membership to evaluate the costs and 
customer response relatig to compliance with the Gram-Leach-Bliey Act's (GLBA) privacy 
provisions. As of July I of ths year, al depository institutions were required to create and 
distrbute a statement to each customer that accurately reflects the institution s privacy policies
and practices. GLBA also requires institutions to refrain from sharng nonpublic personal 
information with nonafliated thd paries (except under limted circumstaces) unless
customers are provided with the abilty to "opt-out" of such information sharg. 

ACB' s surey concludes that the costs to comply with the GLBA privacy provisions were 
signficantly greater for community bans on both a per-customer and percentage of expenses 
basis. The surey indicates that when adjusted for size, the costs to comply with GLBA were
inversely proportonal to the size of the institution. In other words, the compliance burden on
smaller community bans was signficantly greater than that of larger bans. ACB' s surey also 
observed that only a smal fraction of those customers who were given the opportnity to opt-out
actualy elected to do so. Finally, institutions which reported receiving feedback from their 
customers found overwhelmngly that customers did not find the privacy statement provided 
useful information. 

Survey Background: 

Durng the month of October ACB sent the surey to each of our member institutions. We 
received 186 responses from institutions with total assets as smal as $10 millon to several 
institutions with assets exceeding $10 billon. These diverse institutions represent approximately
$400 billon in industr assets. 

Cost of Compliance: 

Overall, estimated compliance costs were approximately $1.37 per customer, with tota estimated
compliance costs for individual institutions varng widely from as litte as $1,000, to more than
$2 mion. The surey data revealed one constant: the burden of compliance with the GLBA 
privacy requiements was most signficantly felt by smaler institutions. When comparng the 
amount institutions spent to comply with the privacy provisions of GLBA against their reported 
non-interest expenses (e. , salares, employee benefits, occupancy costs, etc.) the results are
paricularly strg. As a percentage of non-interest expenses, the smalest group (less than $50
millon) of institutions paid alost four times as much as the largest group in the surey (greaterthan $10 bilion). Whether the data are evaluated on-a per customer basis, or on a percentage of
dollars spent, smaller institutions paid more. 

This is likely due to the amount of set costs al institutions incured to comply with GLBA.
Lager institutions with in-house legal and consulting staf were able to do most of the 
compliance work themselves, while many smaler institutions sought outside legal help and 
consultants in order to comply. 
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Privacy / 
A vg. Per Non-Interest

Intitution Type % Reoortin2 A VI!. Total Compliance Cost Customer Cost ExPenses Ratio 

$lOb and above $658,012 $0. 1443%

$lb - $lOb 11% $ 79,419 $1.38 2209%

$500m - $lb 11% $ 25,301 $1.07 2219%

$100m - $500m 46% $ 16,861 $1.46 .3765%

$50m - $100m 17% 599 $1.70 .3765%

-=$50m 12% 569 $2.37 .5529%

Tota 100% $1.37 

Information Sharing 
 Opt-Out: 

The surey found that the great majority of institutions with less than $1 billon in assets do not 
share customer information with non-affiliated thd pares beyond the basic exceptions
provided under GLBA. Approximately one of every two institutions with assets greater than $1 
billon shares information with non-afilated thd pares (subject to the opt-out provisions) to
offer products and services they believe their customers would find of value. Of those 
institutions that offer their customers the choice to opt-out, the overwhelmig majority (60%) 
report that less than 1 % of their customers elected to opt-out. ACB believes that ths reflects the 
trst consumers place in their financial institution. 

ustomer esoonse 'pt- utate /0 0
Offer 

Type Reportg Opt-Out -=0. 5 - 10% 10 - 20% ::20% 
::$lOb 4 (67%) 
$lb - $lOb 10 (50%) 
$500m - $lb 5 (25%) 
$100m - $500m 15 (18%) 
$50m - $100m 6 (19%) 
-=$50m 3 (13%)

Tota 186 43 (23%) 19/44% 6/14% 10/23% 5/12% 2/5% 1/2%


Customer Response: 

Customer response to the privacy policies have been mied. Of those institutions that reported
receiving customer feedback, the majority indicated that their customers did not find the privacy 
policies useful. Ths may be due to the high degree of specificity required under the GLBA 
privacy regulations. About one thd of the institutions reportng indicated they had not received 
any feedback from their customers. 

nvacy 0 cy ustomerP . P Ii F db k 

Response % Reporting Feedback 

Verv Useful

Somewhat Useful 40%

Not Useful 57%

No Customer Feedback N/A
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